
ABSTRACTWhile our understanding of high pressure spark disharges (i.e. short duration ele-trial disharges between eletrodes in an ambient gas or pressure lose to atmos-pheri pressure) has bene�ted from omputer simulations and numerial modeling,the same annot be said of high pressure surfae disharges. The main reason is thatthe surfae disharge, laking the ylindrial geometry of a freely expanding sparkdisharge, is more omplex to model. Also, the outome may not ommensuratewith the e�orts unless the dominant mehanism behind the plasma hannel-surfaeinteration is identi�ed and an also be inluded in the model in a realisti manner.Of ourse, surfae disharges our under a wide variety of irumstanes and themehanism that is responsible for bringing the surfae into play will not be universal.So in eah ase, the appropriate mehanism has to be reognized.In the experiments desribed here, we obtain a situation where the initiation ofthe breakdown on an insulator surfae does not seem to be dependent on the preseneor the absene of the surfae. However, the subsequent evolutions of the plasmahannel are quite di�erent on the surfae and in the absene of the surfae. We havebeen able to ompare the two types of disharges under nearly idential ondition ofeletrode geometry and separation, rate of eletrial energy input and the ambientgas pressure. For inter-omparison between surfaes, three polymeri materials -namely, Teon, Plexiglas and Nylon - were seleted. The expetation was that therelatively low working temperatures assoiated with the polymers (in omparisonto eramis) would ensure that the evolution of gas/vapor from the surfae, wouldbe large enough to ompete with the high pressure ambient air density - even atthe low eletrial energy input in our experiments - and yield observable di�erenes.This has been borne out.The eletrial harateristis of the disharges were reorded with a time resolutionof a few nanoseonds. The expansion of the plasma hannel were reorded by imagingit using an Image-intensi�ed Charge-oupled devie (ICCD) amera. The evolutionparallel and perpendiular to the surfae were reorded with a time resolution oftens of nanoseonds. This was done by gating the exposure at di�erent time delaysfrom the initiation of disharge in a series of disharges. The expansion, ylindriallysymmetri, of a free spark (i.e. in the absene of any surfae) is seen to be similar



to published results and also onsistent with existing theoretial models. The ex-pansion of a disharge on a surfae is asymmetri - the expansion being faster alongthe surfae than that of perpendiular to it.To understand the observation, a qualitative model involving the absorption ofphotons emitted from the plasma, by the surfae layers and their rapid heating tohigh temperatures leading to vaporization has been explored. The measured valuesof the photon intensity from the initially formed hannel have been shown to beadequate to heat the top layers of the polymer surfaes for signi�ant evolution ofvapor moleules from the surfaes.The light emission from the disharges have also been analyzed spetrosopiallywith � 2 Ao resolution in the 3000-6000 Ao wavelength range using a spetro-meter/ICCD based optial multihannel analyzer system. The plasma parameters -eletron temperature Te and density ne have been alulated from the above data.The enhaned radiation from all the surfae spark disharges in omparison to thefree spark disharges has been argued to be due to the higher ne obtained.Whether the observed di�erenes between free and surfae spark disharges andthe di�erenes among the disharges on the di�erent surfaes studied ould all beexplained on the basis of the proposed qualitative model an be answered onlybe a full edged numerial model or simulation. However, we believe that thisexperiment has yielded suÆient data for suh a omparison. The proposed modelalso provides a basis for inorporating the optial and thermal properties of thesurfae into existing simulations of free spark disharges and thus extending themto the surfae spark disharges.


